Some Aspects of Australian Universities for Chinese Universities to Consider
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Abstract: Several universities in Australia and in western China were investigated and compared together. Different aspects including equipment and facilities, arrangement of office and arrangement of laboratory, class scheduling, relationship between staff and students were considered to investigate differences between western Chinese and Australian universities. These parameters being investigated are seemingly trivial, subordinate and seldom been noticed by the public but it can quickly and greatly influence the humanity environment of campus and academic atmosphere. To do this study, Chinese economic factors and custom environment that caused these differences had been analyzed. Finally, it is pointed out some aspects of Australian universities that might be useful to be implemented in Chinese universities.
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1. Introduction

Education in Chinese university is very different from most of developed countries. Although with recent great improvements in the past ten years, the gap is reduced considerably. By looking at number of Chinese universities and Australian universities among top 100 universities, introduced by QS World University Rankings, the differences is still very obvious. There are 43 accredited universities in Australia comprising 40 national universities, two international universities, and a small private university. Higher education courses and qualifications are also offered by many non-university providers in the higher education sector [1]. According to QS World University Rankings (2016-2017), there are six universities of Australia ranked in the top 100 universities [2]. However, date to May 30, 2016, there is a total of 2879 higher education institutions in China including 284 universities or institutes of continuing education for adult [3], but there are only four universities listed in the top 100 of QS World University Rankings (2016-2017) [2]. In other words, 13.95% of Australian universities ranked in the top 100 of the world while only 0.14% of Chinese universities listed in the top 100 of the world in QS World University Rankings (2016-2017).

Supporting Chinese university instructors to visit universities in other countries is one of the various measures to improve the education of China. The new Chinese government has realized that the quality of university instructors is one of the critical factors, which influenced the development of university education. Supporting Chinese university instructors to visit universities in other countries is an important approach of professional development. It had been incorporated into a comprehensive university instructor’s development package for Chinese university [4]. In this respect, China Scholarship Council (CSC) was established in 1996 to take responsibility for merit-based selection and to fund Chinese academics to visit foreign universities. The CSC is now encouraging more university teachers to study abroad to improve the education of university. For example, in 2016, the CSC planned to fund 29000 people to study abroad, among them 10250 people would be university instructors [5]. This can be funded
through visiting scholar and senior visiting scholar programs or young “backbone” programs for university instructors or the West Region of China programs for university instructors. By contrast, the CSC planned to fund 21,350 people to study abroad in 2014, among them only 7700 people would be university instructors [4].

Chinese universities benefits significantly from sending their academics to study abroad. Lots of university instructors who studied abroad coming back to China have achieved various outcomes since the Chinese government began to fund university faculty to study abroad in 1955 [6]. Some of the outcomes are the overseas experiences of Chinese visiting scholars [7], some are the implications of visiting scholar programs for university instructors development in Chinese universities [8], but mainly the outcomes are academic achievements [9], such as research projects and papers collaborated with foreign tutor. Through studying abroad, the professional development, academic achievement and capability of writing and speaking in English of university teachers had achieved great improvement, which also had grabbed so much attention from the public [10-12].

Through analysis, there are some other advantages of Australian universities which can be considered by Chinese universities, such as equipment and facilities, arrangement of office and arrangement of laboratory, class scheduling, workplace environment and so on. These parameters have been investigated in several universities in Australia and in western China. It is believed that making some modification in the above parameters can quickly and greatly influence the structure of campus and academic culture and atmosphere in western Chinese universities [13]. Thus, this article excluded the professional development, academic achievement, capability of writing and speaking in English of university instructors and the differences in fundamental research between the universities of developed countries and China. Namely, this paper only focuses on infrastructure and structure of campus, classroom and laboratory and workplace environment based on the experiences of few visiting scholars at different universities in Australia.

2. Some Differences between Australian and Chinese Universities

The universities selected as the object for comparison from Australia are members of Group of Eight (Go8) and/or other ordinary higher education universities, from China are members of Project 211 (some of them are members of Project 985) and/or other ordinary national/provincial higher education universities.

It is worth mentioning, Group of Eight (Go8) is a coalition of research-intensive Australian universities. The Go8 universities are some of the largest and the oldest universities in Australia. Several Go8 universities, along with the University of Tasmania, are called the Sandstone or Brick universities [14].

Project 211 is the Chinese government’s national initiative that aims to strengthen approximately 100 institutions of higher education and prioritize their development for the 21st century. There are a total of 112 institutions under the project [4].

In addition, project 985 was an endeavor to build top-ranking Chinese higher education institutions into world-class universities. It was launched on May 4, 1998 by the President Jiang Zemin, and has a total of 39 universities, which are also part of Project 211 [4].

2.1. Classroom Equipment

There are some aspects of multi-media classroom in Australian university that are more advanced than those of western China.

Some Australian universities are using smart boards [15] which are very useful educational tool. Teachers can write on the smart board just like writing on the blackboard, which overcome the disadvantages of writing on the screen or PPT even on black or white board. However, in China, neither Project 211 nor the others or even in Project 985 of western China, smart board has not been implemented in multi-media classroom.

Secondly, almost all Australian universities are using document cameras. Document camera is used to display images, text, and three-dimensional objects. The video signal from the document camera is routed to the LCD Projector. Teachers can perform some complicated formula on papers step by step in hand while students can see all the procedure to derive the formula. The handwriting of teachers will be shown on the screen through a video projector. Meanwhile, the PPT of the computer can be transferred to another screen through a data projector. This is more suitable to illustrate different engineering concepts. These facilities can be found in most of Australian universities [14]. However, universities in western China are not equipped with these facilities.

Thirdly, desks and chairs with wheel and moveable legs can be found in most of the multi-media classroom of Australian universities. Several desks can be easily put together and form a circle table so that students can discuss something face to face. That’s to say, the same classroom can be used for both lecture and seminar. It is an example of multiple usage of resource in Australian universities. It can enhance the utilization efficiency of infrastructure. However, in western Chinese universities, both Project 211 and Project 985, almost all the desks and chairs are fixed on the floor. Thus, it only can be used as a teaching room but not suitable for seminar or tutorial.

Fourthly, wireless microphone (lapel microphone) is another good example with more humanism design, which is more suitable for the teachers who need to walk around the room. In Australian universities, every classroom has a wireless microphone. It facilitates the teacher to communicate with students. However, in some universities of western China, even in some project 211, except for that of project 985, there is only one gooseneck microphone (table top microphone) fixed on the podium very lowly. Even if teachers stand nearby the podium, they have to hold it in hand and put it close to their
mouth in order to increase voice volume. When they walk to the opposite of the screen or of the podium, the goose neck microphone needs to be put down because the wire is not long enough.

Additionally, in Australian universities, different walls of the classroom have white board. It is suitable for teacher to write something when he is roaming away the integrated digital podium.

However, not all classrooms are equipped with modern equipment in Australian universities. For example, there are some multi-media classrooms only equipped with computer, projector and screen, and combining with some chairs with a board connected to hinges without desks because they are only used for liberal lecture.

As mentioned previously, the equipment of multi-media classroom may be very expensive for western Chinese university. However, the issue of finance shouldn’t be a problem in high education, which is supposed to be priority one for a country, especially for Project 211 and Project 985.

2.2. Effective Arrangement of Office Space

The arrangement of office is not only equal to all staff but also efficient to the usage of limited resources.

The most important aspect of most Australian universities is that every academic staff has a shared or private office. Even if a visiting scholar could have shared office. The office of academic staff has been furnished with a white board close to a round table with several chairs also including a big desk for teacher. There are several advantages about this arrangement. Firstly, according to the nature of academic work, a private office with a big desk is suitable for the academic staff to study or learn in his office. Secondly, the round table with several chairs is suitable for tutorial when it is for not too many students, for example PhD students. Therefore, such an arrangement of office, on one hand it can reduce the requirement of classrooms, on the other hand it is suitable for teachers to learn and study.

In comparison with some western Chinese universities of Project 211, the situation is quite different. On one hand, only professor can enjoy a private office furnished with several sofas and a very low tea table to interview visitors. On the other hand, all the other academic staff only can share a meeting room with a big round table in the middle.

The other important aspect of most Australian universities is that all school officers share a big office. Considering the nature of administrative work, shared office, in general, is more suitable for administrative activities, as mainly staff should deal with students and take care of academic needs. However, in western China, almost every school officer or administrator has a private office. For instance, in a school of a western Chinese university of Project 211 with about 70 teachers and 15 school officers, all the school officers and administrators occupy the whole floor of the school building.

In Australia, the most efficient usage of limited office is that there is no special meeting room for the staff in one of the Go8 except for some multi-media classroom in the school building. When necessary, a classroom can be used as meeting room. Comparing with the universities in western China, there are plenty of meeting rooms available without much usage. For example, in a western university of Project 211, a school with about 70 academic staff and 15 school officer has a very large meeting room, a big meeting room, a reception room and a small meeting room for administrator. Additionally, there are another five big meeting rooms for each research group. All of the big and small meeting rooms whether it is for the administrator staff or for other purposes are equipped with a big round council board and plenty of luxury chairs. Most of them are not used often because they are not specifically designed for academic usage purpose. These luxury-meeting rooms cannot be used for teachers or tutors for educational purposes.

The most convenient aspect is that each school of every Australian university has canteen or café bar furnished with microwave, refrigerator, dish washing machine, coffee machine, desks, sugar, tea, milk, water and so on for staff and students to use at any time. Such facilities make it very convenient for staff to have lunch and leisure time.

2.3. Efficient Usage of Laboratory Space and Equipment

In Australia, laboratories not only are used to do experiments but also are used for study and seminar especially for PhD students. This is the main feature of laboratories in Australian universities. For example, in some of laboratories of Go8 universities in Australia, all the equipment or apparatus are placed close to the walls to leave some place to have desks in the center, or vice versa. Sometimes there are several rooms available for PhD students to use for study. With this arrangement, academic staff or PhD students can easily do some experiments or do other research activities in the lab. As a result, laboratory space can be used effectively.

However, the laboratories of a member of Project 211 in western China are locked most of the time. Sometimes there may be a desk in it for the lab assistant to use. If an academic staff or a PhD student needed to do some experiments in one of the labs, they should book it with the lab assistant in advance. Otherwise, they won’t be able to have access to the labs. In this case, some academic staff would rather pay some money for the labs in other universities or institutions to do experiments than to do experiments in their universities’ lab.

In Australia, the advantage of setting several desks in lab is very obvious. On one hand, not only it provides students with a good space to study but also it is convenient for students to do some experiments. On the other hand, it is easy for academic staff to access the lab and will help them to use the lab equipment effectively.

2.4. Effective Time Table

The most significant advantage of timetable in Australia universities is that it can facilitate full usage of classrooms in working days. From 9:00am to 5:00pm, there are lectures or tutorials for students, which can take full usage of the classroom during daytime. In this case, students and teachers do not need to go to universities every day. Especially, it is
good for those who live far away from the school. However, in western China, most of the universities have no class from 12:00pm to 2:00pm (in winter semester) or from 12:00pm to 2:30pm (in summer semester). That is to say, all classrooms are vacancy at noon except for a few students reviewing their lessons there. Furthermore, sometimes the school manager of the university in western China has to arrange some classes in the evening even during nighttime due occupancy of classrooms during daytime. In this case, teachers may have to wait several hours till the afternoon or evening to have their lectures. It is very inconvenient for lecturers who live outside the campus especially for those who don’t have office space.

In Australian universities, there is not any reminder bell for break exists during class time, therefore the teachers can complete their lectures continuously without any disturbance.

2.5. Friendly Workplace Environment

In Australian university, people mostly are called by their first name regardless of their position and age. This may create friendly workplace environment. Using first name as address without administrative or academic position can fully embody the equal spirits. Address is a very common thing, but it is the implication about the principal of interacting and equal interpersonal relationship.

In Chinese universities, workplace culture is different and academic staff is called by their family name plus their administrative or academic position. This may create distance between staff to some extent. This is not to say that this kind of address is very incongruous everywhere. For example, in military, it is very necessary. Because all subordinates should absolute obedience to the superior, because obedience is the first duty of a soldier. Thus the cultivation of the concept of rank should do from daily life. But it is inappropriate in university campus, because what is needed in university campus is individual orientation, emphasis on freedom of speech, equality, innovative idea. Address with administrative or academic position hinders the cultivation of equality.

3. Some Reasons for the Differences between Two Educational Systems

From the previous discussion, it can be seen that most of them are seemingly trivial and subordinate, but changing them can quickly and greatly influence the campus humanities environment and academic atmosphere. But what caused these differences?

3.1. Workplace Environment

The most important factor is workplace culture. In China, sense of social hierarchy have a deeply influence on the daily life. For example, only administrator, officer and professor can enjoy a private office. Only authorized academic staff can access to labs. There are too many meeting rooms with big council table as well. Also, people like to be addressed with administrative or academic positions. All of these are due to the sense of social hierarchy. Thus, at present, some aspects of the university structure is the embodiment of power and status, and being respectful to authorities.

There are some other factors causing all the differences between Australian and western Chinese universities. Such as the former focuses on practice, interest, personality and equality while the latter focuses on respect and power. But all of these are caused by the sense of social hierarchy.

In that context, firstly, most of the sense of power and status should be reduced or erased in order to enhance the awareness of equality and justice, the sense of equality and harmonization should be cultivated. For instance, administrator and officer can share an office. Laboratory should be open to every academic staff during working days. Most of the meeting rooms should be converted to office space for academic staff. Utilization of the university resources should be improved.

Secondly, cultivate friendly workplace environment. Advocate directly using first name as address in daily life.

Thirdly, it is a good idea to create an equal opportunity environment as Australia does under the protection of law. Probably, this can guarantee the development of an equal and harmonious environment.

3.2. Economic Factors

Lack of financial support is the main reason for the backward of infrastructure. For instance, in a new campus of Australia, the classroom can be equipped by some modern equipment. While in a new campus of western China, the classroom can only be equipped by some basic equipment. If there is plenty of money for the construction of universities in western China, the multi-media classroom and lab would be more modern and more efficient.

Effective use of investment is a good way to overcome the lack of finance support. Chinese universities especially the western Chinese universities improve the way they practice to spend their budget, especially when limited funding is allocated by the government.

3.3. Enrollment Rate

Expanded enrollment rate in institutions is much faster than the growth rate of investment in recent tens of years. Under the guidance of the document issued by Ministry of Education of the People’s Republic of China—Action plan for the promotion of education in twenty-first century, higher education should be popularization [16], then college enrollment increased by 400 thousand people per year, university freshmen rose to 6.75 million in 2011 from 1.08 million in 1998 when higher education yet not been expanded [17, 18]. However, the per capita expenditure budget of university students in 2005 decreased 22.65% of that in 1998. Moreover, students studying in universities increased 358%, the per capita finance investment and expanded enrollment of higher education is on the opposite trend [19]. Because of the expanded enrollment of higher education in China, enrollment in institutions is faster than the growth of resources, downtrend students’ average possession of resources, the
expanded enrollment rate in institutions may adversely affect in the quality of Education [20].

Therefore, harmonizing the rate of enrollment and investment is another method to improve the quality of education.

4. Dialectical Analysis

As mentioned above, there are some advantages of Australian universities which can be used as references in western Chinese universities. But everything has its pros and cons. Not all aspects of Australian universities are better than that of Chinese universities.

For example, timetable of Australian university is more suitable for teachers and students. It can full use the classrooms and facilitate teachers and students to arrange their time, but no noon break time will incur some inconvenience for students or teachers if the timetable has designed with carelessness. For instance, if a teacher or student has been arranged to take part in a lecture from 11:00am to 12:00pm, and then take part in a tutorial from 12:00pm to 2:00pm, then the student or the teacher will have no time to have lunch. It is not very healthy. Thus the school manager should arrange these two time sections for different class and different teacher so that they can have some time to have lunch.

As another example, no reminder bell for break during lecture interval is suitable for teachers who want to continue his unfinished subject. However, some disadvantages are not avoidable. For instance, some lectures may not finish on time, resulting other students and teachers waiting a long time outside the classroom.

5. Conclusions and Suggestions

Through the analysis of the existence differences between Australian universities and Chinese universities and the analysis of reasons which caused these differences, In order to improve the education quality of western Chinese universities, the most important factors which should be considered are as follow:

1) Cultivate friendly workplace environment for talent cultivation and academic research, Emphasize on freedom, equality and creative ideas.

2) Overcome the unreasonable influence from some aspects of custom; abandon the idea of excessive exaggeration of power, respect and so on.

3) Increase investment especially in infrastructure such as equipment of multi-media classrooms, office and laboratories.

4) Efficient use of existed facilities include multi-media classrooms, office and laboratories, focus on humanity care of faculty, as well as design timetable tailored for teachers and students.

5) Harmonize the rate of enrollment and investment in institutions.

6) Everything has its pros and cons. Not all aspects of Australian universities are better than that of Chinese universities. Only advantages which are useful and accordance with the situation of western Chinese universities can be used as reference. This should be further investigated.
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